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The Difference Between Assisted & Independent Living

For an older adult, the choice between assisted living and independent living usually depends on how well an individual can
manage daily activities without extra assistance. Examples of
daily activities include, but are not limited to: preparing meals,
personal hygiene, managing medications, completing household
chores, driving/coordinating transportation, and maintaining personal finances. Someone who has difficulty with any of these
daily "independent" activities may want to consider the maintenance-free lifestyle of an assisted living community.
Assisted Living

Assisted living is a great option for individuals who have difficulty with daily activities at home. Residents at assisted living
communities are free to live an independent lifestyle, but also receive regular support for a range of daily activities ranging from
cleaning to meal preparation. Housekeeping and maintenance
services are often included in the monthly rental of an apartment,
along with laundry services, utilities, transportation and meals. In
addition to enjoying the peace of mind that comes from this
maintenance-free lifestyle, residents can take advantage of a full
calendar of events, activities, out-trips, and countless opportunities for social engagement. Additional care services, such as
medication management or assistance taking a shower, are also
readily available.
Independent Living

In contrast to assisted living, independent living is ideal for individuals who can still live independently but enjoy having access
to assistance when needed. Independent living communities provide their residents with convenient access to dining,
medical care, entertainment and more.
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The independent living lifestyle offers residents a safe living environment, but with
minimal assistance. Hospitality services, such as housekeeping, meals, and laundry
may or may not be included in the monthly rental, but are typically available.
Choosing Between Assisted Living and Independent Living
At the end of the day, the choice between assisted living and independent living should
be determined by the needs of your loved one. Many communities offer both assisted
and independent living options and residents are able to adjust their lifestyle based on
their changing needs.
Inquire about the options that are available in each community you consider and be
sure to ask about services that are included in the monthly rental and those that are an
additional cost. When considering senior living options, it is usually a good idea to
plan with the future in mind. Even if your loved one is not in need of assistance at this
point in their life, changing care needs may dictate a need for services in the near future. Tour the community and speak with staff members and residents to gain the information you need to make the right decision.
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Safety tips to empower you
As people age, they can become more vulnerable to criminal attacks as assailants may
perceive seniors as “easy targets.” I would like to empower you with these safety tips
to protect yourselves.
1. Be alert and aware of your surroundings.
2. Stand straight with your shoulders back.
3. Walk smoothly and fluidly to convey confidence.
4. Make brief eye contact with the people around you to demonstrate that you
are aware of them (but don't stare or act aggressively).
5. Don't talk on your phone or stare at it while out walking.
6. Don't let a potential attacker distract you.
7. Stick to well-lit and populated areas at night.
8. Don't draw attention to yourself.
9. Happy New Year 2020

NON - MAINTENANCE RELATED PLEASE CALL
(850) 933-6009 (Ms. Parrish - On-Site Monitor)
ALL MAINTENANCE EMERGENCIES PLEASE CALL
(850) 933-3019 (Mr. Gavin)

THE HAPPENINGS IN THE VILLAGE
January 1st - Office Closed - (Happy New Year)
January 9th - Voter Registration - 1:00 pm
January 10th - Massey Exterminator
January 20th - Office Closed (Martin Luther King, Jr. Celebration)
January 23rd - Tenant Meeting - 2:00 pm

OFFICE HOURS
MONDAY - FRIDAY
8:30 AM - 3:30 PM

Key to Independent Living

